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Unclas

Electrode erosion is a complex phenomenon found in industrial devices (contactors, breakers) and in scientific devices (spectroscopic arcs). In industrial devices, part of the erosion is due to the transfer of matter. This is due to the metallic bridge formed and broken when the contacts open. Another part of the erosion is due to the electric arc and this aspect is the subject of this thesis. Electrode erosion is generally measured by weighing, but this method is long, often inconvenient. It is still used as a reference, however. We developed a spectroscopic method for performing this measurement. It consists of measuring the intensity of a spectral emission line of the arc itself, and therefore with minimum practical constraints. This method is based on three assumptions: 1) the optical transparency of plasma; 2) knowledge of the law of temperature variations as a function of the arc current; 3) the relationship between the intensity of a spectral emission line of the electrode material and the erosion rate.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Electrode erosion is a complex phenomenon found in industrial devices (contactors, breakers) and in scientific devices (spectroscopic arcs).

In industrial devices, part of the erosion is due to the transfer of matter. This is due to the metallic bridge formed and broken when the contacts open.

Another part of the erosion is due to the electric arc and this is the topic of this thesis.

Electrode erosion is generally measured by weighing, but this method is long, often inconvenient. It is still used as a reference, however.

We developed a spectroscopic method for performing this measurement. It consists of measuring the intensity of a spectral emission line of the arc itself, and therefore with minimum practical constraints.

The method is based on three assumptions which are:

-the optical transparency of plasma. To check this, we developed an original device.

-knowledge of the law of temperature variations as a function of the arc current. This is studied based on the relative intensity ratio.
the relation between the intensity of a spectral emission line of the electrode material and the erosion rate. To check this assumption, we used three materials: silver, copper and nickel. This choice is guided by the concern to find a material which may replace silver in the construction of contacts and/or reduce erosion.

Our prime concern is to find out whether there is a relation between the intensity of an emission line of the electrode material and the erosion rate, based on the assumptions pertaining to the optical transparency and temperatures. Then, we compare the different materials from the standpoint of erosion.

CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF ELECTRIC ARCS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

An arc is a discharge into a gas. However, to place an arc in terms of other discharges, it is interesting to plot the curve $V = f(I)$, where $V$ is the voltage at the electrode terminals free of points or very sharp edges and $I$ is the discharge current (figure 1).

![Figure 1 - Diagram of a gaseous discharge](image)
There are three main ranges with transitions where the discharge is somewhat unstable. These three ranges are called: I, the Townsend discharge; II, the luminescent discharge; II, the arc discharge. Depending on the pressure, the arc discharges are called low pressure or high pressure arcs. One of the features of high pressure arcs is that the electron, ion and the substance temperatures have approximately the same value, as shown in figure 2 according to (1).

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2 - Gas temperature ($T_g$) and electron temperature ($T_e$) in the positive column of a mercury steam arc as a function of the pressure.

The situation is different at low pressures where the electron temperature is two orders of magnitude higher than the ion and gas substance temperature. This is because the electrons, which have a long average free path, receive high energy from the electric field and lose little in the collisions because of their small size and mass. Therefore, we now only distinguish high pressure arcs.

We distinguish three regions in an arc of this type: the
cathode region, the anode region and the positive column (figure 2).

If we plot the potential in the arc as a function of the distance to the cathode, we find a distribution such as that in figure 3b where there is a voltage drop near the cathode, a voltage drop in the volume and near the anode.

From the potential curve, we may plot the electric field distribution in the arc, figure 3c. The curve is exaggerated, because in reality the electric field near the electrodes has values which are several orders of magnitude larger than in the column.

2.2 - THE POSITIVE COLUMN

In regard to the positive column, several theories were built on the model of a cylindrical and uniform column, for the low pressure or high pressure arc, where:
a) the electrodes are very far from the part under consideration, 
b) the neutral gas around the column is immobile, homogenous and convectionless.

In the study of high pressure and stationary arcs based on assumptions 1, 2, there are two types of arc models: radiative and non-radiative arcs.

Nonradiative Arc

In the high pressure and stationary radiative arc model, the equation for the energy balance, called Elenbass-Heller's equation, is expressed:

\[ \sigma E = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{d}{dr} (rK \frac{dT}{dr}) \quad 0 \leq r \leq R \]

where \( \sigma \) is the electric conductivity, \( K \) is the thermal conductivity, \( E \) is the axial electric field which is considered uniform, \( T \) the temperature which is a function of the distance \( r \) to the axis only, \( R \) the column radius.

The left term is the heat due to the Joule effect, whereas the right term is the heat transfer due to thermal conduction.

The resolution of this equation is fairly difficult because \( \sigma \) and \( K \) depend on the temperature. To solve it, one must do approximations which are also models, namely:

- the parabolic model where \( \sigma \) and \( K \) are independent of the temperature, which makes the solution easy:

\[ T = T_p + \frac{E^2 R^2}{4K} \quad \text{with} \quad T_p = \text{wall temperature at} \ r = R \]

- the logarithmic model where \( \sigma \) is assumed to be dependent upon
temperature only at the center of the column and nil elsewhere, which leads to a solution of the following type:

\[ T - T_p = -\frac{A}{K} \ln \left(\frac{r}{R}\right) \text{ with } \sigma(r)=0 \text{ for } r \neq 0 \]

where \( A \) is a constant and it is assumed that \( K \) is independent of \( T \), \( T_p \) being the wall temperature at \( r = R \).

- the canal model where one assumes there is a symmetrical and uniform ionized canal about the axis, with the parabolic model valid inside the canal and the logarithmic model valid outside of it.

Radiative Arcs

In the high pressure and stationary radiative arc model, the radiated power may be disregarded. This leads us to express Elenbass-Heller's equation, modified by a term which accounts for radiation, namely:

\[ \sigma E^2 - P_r = -\frac{1}{r} \frac{d}{dr}(rK\frac{dT}{dr}) \]

\( P_r \) is the radiated power density. The inclusion of this term complicates the solution of Elenbass-Heller's equation even more, because this adds problems such as the existence of the thermodynamic balance.

Real Arcs

In real cases, one finds several complications such as that due to the presence of gas surrounding the arc which is not immobile, but is moving (convection) with respect to the electrode walls. The natural convection in high pressure arcs is incompatible with the cylindrical revolution symmetry when the arc is horizontal and with the equality of the sections when it is vertical.
A numerical approach was performed by LOWKE (2), for the case of a vertical arc in air, to calculate the temperature and the axial and radial velocities of plasma.

2.3 REGIONS CLOSE TO THE ELECTRODES

We shall now review the features and problems occurring in regions close to electrodes exhibiting a metal-gas transition, as well as phenomena called plasma jets.

2.3.1 - Cathode Region: the features are:

a) A high current density \(10^2 - 10^7 \text{ A/cm}^2\) which was estimated either by measuring the path left by the electrode on the surface, or by measuring the luminous surface of the arc base.

b) A potential drop on the order of 10-16V and measured by mobile probes or by oscillographic recordings of the arc voltage when the electrodes opened or closed (reference (3), (4)).

The main theoretical problem is to know the mechanism of producing charges which are compatible with the high current densities observed. One of the main mechanisms assumed, given the value of the cathode drop and the dimension (similar to the mean electronic free path), is the field effect emission. The current density is thus given by NORDHEIM-FOWLER's equation as a function of the electric field (5) for a temperature \(T = 0\)

\[
J_e = j = 1.54 \times 10^{-6} \frac{E_c^2}{\Phi} \exp \left( -6.8 \times 10^7 \frac{\Phi^{3/2}}{E_c} \right) \text{ (A/cm}^2\text{)}
\]

where \(J_e\) is the current density, \(E_c\) the electric field at the cathode, \(\Phi\) the discharge energy of the cathode material. It is interesting to compare (see figure 4) the current density due to the field effect emission with that due to the space charge of positive ions calculated by MACKEOWN (6) from Poisson's equation applied to the cathode sheath, namely:
\[ E_c^2 = 7.6 \times 10^5 V_c^\frac{3}{2} [j_+ x (\frac{m_+}{m_e})^\frac{1}{2} - j_e] \]  

where \( m_+ \) is the ion mass, \( m_e \) the electron mass, \( V_c \) the cathode drop, \( j_+ \) the ion current density, \( j_e \) the electron current density.

In figure (4), the equation (1) is represented for three discharge energy values. Equation (2) is represented for a \( \frac{j_+}{j_e} \) value of 0.01.
We see that the electric field produced by positive ions is insufficient for sustaining a field effect emission even if the discharge energy is 2 eV.

The increase of the electric field, due to the effect of sharp edges or points which could promote the emission, was examined by ECKER (5). However, it seems that they have little influence on the total emission. Furthermore, the thermoionic emission mechanism was described, based on the upper boiling temperature of the cathode. The electronic current density is therefore given by RICHARDSON's law:

\[
j_e = A T_C^2 \exp \left\{ - \frac{e \phi}{k T_C} \right\}
\]

(3)

A being a constant, \( T_C \) the cathode temperature.

Since certain materials show current densities incompatible with this law, the arcs were classified:

1) thermoionic emission arcs where the cathode temperature is high enough to sustain a thermoelectronic emission with little evaporation from the electrode.

2) cold cathode arcs, where the cathode temperature does not permit an adequate thermoionic emission, but which evaporates intensely. The emission mechanism is probably due to the field effect.

A more refined theory for explaining the cold cathode arcs was proposed by LEE (7) in 1959 using MURPHY and GOOD's work (8), which explained that the total current density is:

\[
j = e \int_{w_0}^{\infty} D(E,W)N(W) \, dW
\]

(4)
where $D(E,W)$ is the probability of emission of an energy electron $W$, $N(W)$. The number of electrons per second has an energy $W$, to the nearest $W_0$, the potential energy of electrons in metal. A more explicit expression is given by ROHRBACK (9):

$$j(T,E,\Phi) = \frac{4\pi mkT}{\hbar^2} \left[ \int_{W_0}^{W} \ln\left[1 + \exp\left(-\frac{(W+\Phi)}{kT}\right)\right] dW + \int_{W}^{\infty} \ln\left[1 + \exp\left(-\frac{(W+\Phi)}{kT}\right)\right] dW \right]$$

**Note:**
- $\hbar$ is Planck's constant
- $k$ is Boltzmann's constant
- $m$ is electron mass and charge
- $W_0$ is the work function
- $W$ is the energy of the emitted electron
- $T$ is the temperature
- $\Phi$ is the applied potential

This theory gives a satisfactory explanation in certain cases, such as Cu. However, there are cases such as that of mercury, which cannot be explained by this theory.

This theory is general and shows (Ref. 8) that expression (4) leads to:

1) expression (1) already mentioned for $T = 0$

2) the field emission formula with temperature correction when we have the condition $T < 0.75 \times 10^{-6} E$, $E$ being the electric field in volts per meter.

$$j(E,T,\Phi) = \frac{A E^2}{\Phi_t(y)} \frac{\pi CT}{\sin \pi CT} \exp \left[-\frac{4\sqrt{2} \Phi^{\frac{1}{2}} v(y)}{3E}\right]$$

$$C = \frac{2\sqrt{2} \Phi_t(y)}{E}$$
3) the thermoionic emission expression (Richardson-Schottky's law) when we have the condition \( T > 0.75 \times 10^{-6} \).

\[
j(E, T, \Phi) = A T^2 \pi d \exp\left[ \frac{\Phi - B \sqrt{E}}{kT} \right] \]

A theory of the field effect emission applied to arcs, called individual field emission, was established by ECKER (1), by considering the field on a point of the electrode surface which varies in time because of statistical variations of the space charge.

The electronic emission process due to Auger's effect was reported by HAGSTRUM (11) and may be summarized as follows: when an ion approaches the cathode, it modifies the potential barrier and a metal electron may exit and neutralize the ion and at the same time release energy which goes to another electron in the metal conduction band. It is evident that the second electron is placed only if \( E_1 > 2\Phi \). Since \( E_1 \) is the ionization energy of the incident ion and \( \Phi \) the metal's discharge energy, its kinetic energy will be between \( E_1 - 2\Phi \) and \( E_1 - 2\varepsilon_0 \), \( \varepsilon_0 \) being the lowest energy level in the metal conduction band, starting from a no-load level.

Photoelectric emission is possible, but the yield is low: on the order of \( 10^{-1} \) electron/quantum in the case of Ni and Cu in U.V. (700Å), value given by WEISSLER (12). The average energy required in this case, to release an electron by photons, is on the order of \( 10^2 \) eV/electrons. These two mechanisms have low yields and do not contribute very much to the emission of a cold cathode.

Another possibility of releasing electrons from the cathode
bombarding it with excited atoms. The excitation energy of these atoms must be greater than the metal's discharge energy. Von ENGEL and ROBSON (13) built a theory of arcs to explain the emission of a cold cathode, using this possibility, but according to ECKER's analysis (10), this theory depends on the coexistence of several favorable factors, namely:

- a high atom density opposite the cathode,
- the radiation of these atoms should go toward the cathode,
- the yield of the process in which electrons are released by excited atoms should be on the order of 1.

MALTER's effect was also brought forth to explain the cathode emission, by which the oxide layers obtained by reaction of the electrode gas on the cathode surface would be charged by positive ions and would produce electric fields on the order of $10^9 \text{V/m}$, which is enough to promote the electronic emission.

Modern theories use systems of equations to try to describe interdependent processes in the cathode region and at the cathode.

HOLMES (14) proposes an analysis of the problem. His results give a correct order of magnitude of the various parameters such as the current density, the cathode drop and the electric field, but in regard to the cathode temperature, he comes to much higher values than those observed - BADARU - POPESCU (1), Von ENGEL (3).

Furthermore, the continuity of the current opposite the cathode necessitates ion production. Ions may be produced either by thermal ionization, or by gas ionization due to shocks with electrons accelerated by the cathode drop.

2.3.2 - Anode Region

The anode region has features which are similar to the cathode region, such as contraction near the electrode and the potential
drop due to the space charge.

Few studies were conducted on the anode, because it is considered to play only a passive role, limited to collecting electrons without any emission process. This poses the problem of knowing why the anode region has a higher current density (contraction at anode) than that of the positive column, despite the fact that no emission is necessary.

The current continuity opposite the anode poses the problem of knowing how ions are produced. A strong electric field may produce them by accelerating electrons through a layer without collisions which approach the anode and ionize the gas.

This possibility was proposed by BEZ and HOCKER (15). They divided the anode region into three areas: the first is a transition area where there is a transition from the positive neutral column of one side to a negative space charge region on the other side. The second area is an acceleration area where electrons do not undergo collisions but increase in energy before arriving at the last area where they make ionizing shocks.

One of the problems of this theory lies in the fact that the author does not account for potential inelastic collisions in the acceleration area.

2.3.3 - Plasma Jets

Another aspect of the arc, which would be an effect of the mechanisms described, is the initiation of the electrode in the form of steam with a directed material velocity, especially for high currents. The origin of these jets is probably due to:

1) either a vaporization or pulverization of the electrodes,
2) electromagnetic effects on particles charged near the electrodes,
3) or to chemical reactions with gas production.
The problem was handled in a general manner by ECKER (10) using hydrodynamic transport equations.

These plasma jets are originally forces exerted by the arc on the electrodes and which were observed and measured by several authors.

2.4 EROSION CAUSED BY AN ARC

Erosion is a loss of electrode matter which may be in the form of ions, substances (steam), particles (liquid drops, aggregates, solids).

This is a phenomenon where factors are involved (or parameters) which we will try to describe as well as their influences. Then, we will establish an energy balance on each electrode and examine the various erosion models using the terms in this analysis.

2.4.1 - Erosion Factors

One of the important parameters is the pressure of ambient gas. In figure 5, according to KIMBLIN (16), we show that the mass loss of the cathode depends on the pressure. This is probably due to a redeposition of the metallic steam and of the ions because of collisions with substances.

The same figure shows us the influence of the nature of the surrounding gas: monoatomic or diatomic gas, chemical activity. We see that erosion is greater for lighter ambient gases.

Another parameter involved is the current, as we can see in figure 6 according to KIMBLIN (16). The steady erosion in the case of arcs in the vacuum would be due to the multiplication of the number of spots with the current. Each spot would produce a constant erosion rate. As of 10KA, there is only one large spot which would then produce an intense evaporation.
Variations in the erosion rate measurements of a copper cathode as a function of the surrounding gas pressure. Arc current: 100A.

Figure 5 - Copper electrode erosion rate as a function of the arc current. Cathode erosion in a vacuum. Total electrode erosion in air.
Furthermore, KIMLIN (17) shows that a cathode's erosion depends on the thermal properties of the material it is made of, such as the boiling point, the latent vaporization heat, etc. GUILE (18) showed that the nature of the cathode surface plays a role in its erosion. When the oxide layer changes from 2 to 10 nm, the erosion changes: from a evaporation followed by condensation, it becomes microexplosive with an initiation of melted globules.

One approach in understanding the erosion mechanisms is establishing an energy balance on each electrode.

2.4.2 - Energy Balance

2.4.2.1 - CATHODE: among the energy sources, we may mention:

a) The thermal energy of ions plus the kinetic energy obtained when passing through a cathode drop. In order to put this source in numbers, it is necessary to know the ionic current density and the cathode drop. We may mention the work of von ENGEL (3), KESAEV (4), GRAKOV (20) in regard to the cathode drop which depends on the nature of the material.

b) The ion neutralization energy. Since one cathode electron /22 is needed to neutralize an ion, the available energy is therefore e(Vi - e). eVi is the ionization energy of the atom and e the cathode discharge energy.

c) The conduction heat from the column due to neutral and excited atoms.

d) The radiation energy of the column to the cathode if the column is shorter than the cathode its contribution may be great.

e) The chemical reactions on the cathode surface. SZABO (21) demonstrated a decline in the electrode temperature and reactivity of the material, due to the current.
f) The heat produced by Joule's effect when the current passes through the cathode spot in the material. Calculations of this effect include those of RICH (22). Erosion due to Joule's effect was treated by GUILE and HITCHCOK (24).

The energy losses at the cathode are:

a) the energy from the electron emitted (e\$). This cooling effect was calculated by LEE (24).

b) The energy required for vaporizing the cathode material.

c) The energy dissipated at the time of explosions and departures of micro-particles.

d) Radiation from cathode spots.

e) The energy lost to dissociate the molecular gases which surround the electrodes (high pressure arcs).

f) The energy lost by conduction through the electrode.

g) The heat lost by convection or due to transfers with the atmosphere.

h) Heating and melting energy in a transient state or mobile arc.

2.4.2.2 - ANODE: The Energy Supplied is:

a) The potential electron energy e due to the entry of e into the anode material.

b) The electron heat energy which is \( \frac{3}{2} KT \).

c) The energy supplied by neutral and excited atoms, the recombination of dissociated gases on the surface. The conduction and
radiation heat of the column, the chemical reactions on the electrode, the heat due to Joule's effect when the current passes into the anode material.

The energy losses are:

a) The energy lost by vaporization of the electrode. COBINE (25), in his analysis of phenomena at the electrodes with strong and short currents, showed that virtually all the power injected at the anode was dissipated by evaporation.

b) The energy lost by the departure of large particles.

c) The energy lost by radiation of the anode spots.

d) The energy lost by dissociation of the molecular gases on the hot surface.

e) The heat lost due to conduction through the electrode.

f) The heat lost due to convection and conduction with the atmosphere.

2.4.3 - Erosion Models

One of the models proposed by GRAY (26), which tries to explain the droplet formation observed on the electrodes, is the following:

During the arc period, the force caused by ion or electronic bombardment of electrodes is exerted over a melting crater. When the arc in this crater is interrupted, the surface voltage is exerted over the melted part of the crater. A drop is formed and freed. Calculations of the various forces would explain the diameter of the drops observed.

Another approach in trying to explain the erosion phenomenon
is that of GUILE (18). He explains that the oxides on the cathode surface should be responsible for the erosion. Depending on the thickness of the oxide layer, the manner in which the material changes is lost changes:

- If the thickness of the oxide layer is on the order of $2 \times 10^{-9}\text{m}$, an electric field due to positive ions deposited on its surface may cause an electronic emission and evaporation of the metal without formation of a crater.

- If the oxide layer is on the order of $10 \times 10^{-9}\text{m}$ or more, the conductor filaments due to a phase change in the oxide. A current increase transmitted through these filaments would produce a Joule's effect and a rupture of these filaments with explosion and formation of craters. The globules produced by these explosions should be of the same dimension as that of the craters.

One of the last models proposed by DROUET (27), based on the MITTERAUER's work (28), to account for the formation of craters on the electrode based on the measurement of the current distribution at the cathode.

He shows that with a 700A arc, the micropoints which become craters have a lifespan of $1\\mu\text{s}$, with individual currents of $0.6\text{A}$ and a current density of $10^{14}\text{A/m}^2$.

CHAPTER 3 - STUDY OF ELECTRODE MASS LOSS DUE TO THE INTENSITY OF AN EMISSION LINE

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The measurement of the mass loss of electrodes subjected to the effects of an electric arc, by measuring the intensity of an emission line of the electrode material, is based on several assumptions:

a) The optical transparency of plasma, i.e. any photon emitted
by the medium will leave it without being absorbed.

b) The existence of a local thermodynamic equilibrium (E.T.L.), which makes it possible to find the total number of atoms with an N line.

c) The ratio between the total number of N atoms and the electrode mass loss per second.

In the following sections we will discuss these three assumptions.

3.2 - OPTICAL TRANSPARENCY OF THE PLASMA

The optical transparency of the plasma with the wavelength under consideration was assured by two means:

a) Selecting lines whose lower level $j$ is neither the fundamental nor a metastable level, because they are generally self-absorbed;

b) once the lines are selected, an experimental method is used to check the transparency. The principle is the following:

Let us consider a plasma of width 1, with the light propagating toward the observer along direction Ox. Given $I_v(x)$ the intensity emitted at frequency $v$ and at point $x$, $K'(v,x)$ the absorption coefficient and $\varepsilon_v(x)$ the plasma emission coefficient. The variation of $dI_v(x)$ over a distance $dx$ is equal to the increment $\varepsilon_v(x)dx$ less the absorption $K'(v,x)I_v(x)dx$:

$$\frac{dI_v(x)}{dx} = \varepsilon_v(x) - K'(v,x)I_v(x)$$

which has the following solution:

$$I_v(1) = I_v(0)\exp[-\int K'(v,x)dx] + \int \varepsilon_v(x)\exp[-\int K'(v,x)dx]dx$$
If there is a light intensity $I_v(0)$ coming from the outside, it is attenuated by an $\exp[-\int_0^x K'(v,x)dx]$ factor.

If one considers $\epsilon_v(x)$ and $K'(v,x)$ independent of position $x$ and $I_v(0) = 0$ equation (2) becomes:

$$I_v(l) = \frac{\epsilon_v}{K'(v)}[1 - \exp[-K'(v)l]]$$

Let's place a mirror behind the plasma and a monochromator in the observer's place to isolate a spectral band $V_2 - V_1$. Given $R$ the ratio between the intensity $I_R$ measured with the mirror and $I$ the intensity without mirror, then:

$$R = \frac{I_R}{I}$$

Given the width of the slits used, we have:
\[ I = \int_{V_1}^{V_2} I_v(l) dv \quad (5) \quad \text{and} \quad I_R = \int_{V_1}^{V_2} I_v(l) dv + r \int_{V_1}^{V_2} \exp[-K(v)] dv \quad (6) \]

\( r \) is the reflection factor of the optical system.

If we place equations (3) (5) and (6) in (4) and expand the exponential term, we obtain:

\[ \left[ 3r + 1 - R \right] \int_{V_1}^{V_2} I_v(l) dv = 2r \int_{V_1}^{V_2} E_v dv - \frac{2}{3} r \int_{V_1}^{V_2} [K'(v)] dv + \cdots \quad (7) \]

If the line is optically thin \( K'(v) \rightarrow 0 \) and we have:

\[ \int_{V_1}^{V_2} E_v dv = \frac{1}{2r} \left[ 3r + 1 - R \right] \int_{V_1}^{V_2} I_v(l) dv \quad (8) \]

This shows us that it is necessary to multiply the measured intensity \( I_v(l) dv \) by a corrective factor to include the optical thickness of plasma because the integral of the left side is the intensity of an optically thin plasma.

The reflection factor of the optical system was determined using the continuous background close to the lines used, considered to be optically thin. This was suggested by VUJNOVIC (30).

3.3 - LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

The existence of E.T.L. in the arc was and continues to be a subject of dispute because it conditions and validates the temperature and electronic density measurements performed by spectroscopic methods.

According to L. MARTON (31), two conditions must be fulfilled
obtain E.T.L. in an arc:

a) the energy gained per second by the electrons in the electric field $E$ of the column is equal to the energy lost by collisions with heavy particles:

$$v_d = \mu_E \quad (10)$$

$$eE v_e = \frac{3}{2} k(T_e - T_0) \frac{2m_e}{m} <v_e> \quad (9)$$

where

$$<v_e> = \sqrt{\frac{8kT_e}{\pi m_e}} \quad (11)$$

$v_d$ is the mean electron driving velocity, $\frac{3}{2} (T_e - T_0)$ the energy surplus of electrons versus heavy particles $\frac{2m_e}{m}$ is the energy fraction transferred by shock, $\frac{<v_e>}{\lambda}$ is the collision frequency with the mean electron velocity $<v_e>$ and $\lambda$ the mean free electron path from which the condition is derived for the temperature difference at equilibrium:

$$\frac{T_e - T_0}{T_e} = \frac{\pi m}{24m_e kT_e} <Ee_i>^2 \ll 1 \quad (12)$$

$$\mu_e = \frac{e\lambda}{m_e<v_e>} \quad (13)$$

This condition may be fulfilled if $E$ and $\lambda$ are small, which is the case for the arcs in the air which we studied where $E$ is less than 70V/cm and $\lambda$ on the order of $10^{-5}$ cm. A value of about $10^{-2}$ is obtained for $\frac{<Ee_i>}{T_e}$.

b) The collision processes play a more important role than the radiative processes. Since electrons are involved in the excitation and ionization processes, a minimum electron density is necessary to assure an adequate number of collisions. It was calculated by GRIEM (32), in the case of hydrogen:
\[ N_e \geq 9 \cdot 10^{17} \left( \frac{kT}{E_H^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{E_2}{E_H^0} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}} \text{[cm}^{-3}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (14) \]

where \( E_H \) is the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom and \( E_2 \) the excitation energy of level 2 of the atom, corresponding to the resonance line.

The preceding equation is valid for plasmas which are optically thin. In the case of arcs where the resonance lines are often self-absorbed, the radiative de-energizations of the first excited level are counterbalanced by radiative excitations of the fundamental level.

The other radiative de-energizations to the fundamental, from higher levels, are not counterbalanced by radiative excitations (they are not self-absorbed). An examination of the transition probabilities shows that this process is ten times less probable than in the case of resonance lines. The condition for \( N_e \), therefore, will be less severe and we may express:

\[ N_e \geq 10^{17} \left( \frac{kT}{E_H^2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{E_2}{E_H^0} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}} \text{[cm}^{-3}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (15) \]

For temperatures of about 5000-60000°K and for an excitation energy \( E_2 = 3.78 \text{eV} \) (corresponding to the first excited eleve of the Cu atom), we obtain an electronic density \( N_e \approx 4.2 \times 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3} \). I. MIYACHI (33) estimates a value of \( N_e = 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-3} \) in an arc with copper electrodes and for a 5A current in the air, based on SAHA's law.

3.3.1 - Temperature Variation

As far as we can define it, the temperature of substances in an arc is an important parameter and its determination was the subject of numerous experimental studies, but most of these were performed on arcs stabilized by walls or long arcs, where it is mainly the surrounding gas which is excited and ionized.
The temperature variation was studied as a function of the current using the method of the relative line intensity ratio of the same element.

Based on relationship (2), we may express the intensity ratio of two lines belonging to the same atomic species and in the same ionization state:

\[
\frac{I_1}{I_2} = \frac{A_1 g_1 \lambda_1}{A_2 g_2 \lambda_2} \exp \left[ -\frac{E_1 - E_2}{kT} \right]
\]

with \( \lambda = \frac{c}{v} \)

If we examine this expression, we see that it is possible to determine the temperature if we measure the intensities \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) and we know the probabilities of transition \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \).

If we derive expression (16), we obtain:

\[
\frac{\Delta \frac{I_1}{I_2}}{\frac{I_1}{I_1}} = \frac{\Delta (E_1 - E_2)}{kT}
\]

In order for a line intensity ratio to be sensitive to the temperature, we must select these lines with a deviation between the departure levels \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) which is as large as possible. Unfortunately, this condition is difficult to fulfill for metallic atoms in general because the first excited level is already near half of the ionization potential of the atom and the radiative transitions to the fundamental level are highly self-absorbed.

It is not necessary to determine the absolute temperature value but it is simply necessary to know its law of variation as a function of the current. The \( I_1/I_2 \) ratio was studied as a function of the current for the three metals used.

3.4 - RATIO BETWEEN THE EROSION RATE AND THE INTENSITY OF A SPECTRAL LINE

The light intensity of an emission line expressed in erg sec\(^{-1}\)cm\(^{-2}\)
steradian$^{-1}$ is:

$$I_{ij} = \frac{1}{4\pi} n l A_{ij} h \nu_{ij} \frac{E_i}{U(T)} \exp\left[\frac{E_i}{KT}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $A_{ij}$ (sec$^{-1}$) is the probability of transition of level $i$ to level $j$, $n$(cm$^{-3}$) is the total atom concentration with a line, $h$ is PLANCK's constant, $\nu_{ij}$ the radiation frequency, $l$ the thickness of the transmitting plasma layer, $g_i$ the statistical weight of level $i$, $U(T)$ the partition function the values of which are calculated in reference (29), $E_i$ the energy of the higher transition level, $K$ BOLTZMANN's constant and $T$ the temperature.

If the temperature remains constant and if the medium is optically thin, we may express equation (18) in the following manner:

$$I_{im} = K_{ij} N$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

with $N = n l s$, $s$ is the surface of the emissive layer, $K_{ij}$ is a constant which contains all factors assumed to be known for the transition $ij$ under consideration as well as the geometric parameters of the measuring system and $N$ the total number of atoms with a line. We assume that the total number of atoms with line $N$ is proportional to the mass loss of the electrode per second, i.e.:

$$\frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{\gamma}{\tau} N$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where $\gamma$ is a constant and $\tau$, which has a time dimension, the time of its presence in an atom, torn from the electrode, in the arc.

By combining equations (19) and (20) we obtain:

$$I_{ij} = \text{cte} \frac{dm}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Equation (21) may be used and compared to the electrode mass loss which is determined by weighing.

The intensity of each line is measured using a photomultiplier.
(P.M.) placed behind a monochromater (M.C.) which helps us to separate the different lines. It is evident that the line selection is also a function of the M.C. separator ability, because the lines must be separated enough to avoid superpositions.

The P.M. delivers a $Q_{PM}(t)$ charge proportional to the light quantity $\Phi (i_{PM}=c\Phi)$. The electric charge is stored in a capacitor for awhile. The charge of capacity $C$ in the capacitor is proportional to the voltage $V$ at its terminals:

$$V = \frac{Q_{PM}}{C}$$

(22)

If we integrate for a time interval $t$, which is clearly longer than the light intensity fluctuation time, we obtain a mean value of $I_{ij}$ which is therefore:

$$\bar{I}_{ij} = \frac{VC}{K\Delta t}$$

(23)

CHAPTER 4 - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

4.1 - EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

4.1.1 - Electric Power System

A direct current electric power supply with an output of up to 30A, and a voltage of 300V is connected using a rheostat to the electrode terminals. The current range covered during this study is 2 to 10A.

We placed a capacitor between the rheostat cursor and the ground to filter the power supply ripples. Calculations show that this ripples are the smallest when the cursor is in the middle of the rheostat.

4.1.2 - Electrode Geometry and Support

4.1.2.1 - Electrode Geometry

The electrodes are cylindrical as shown in the figure. The
The electrode is clamped by pliers on the side with the largest diameter. The reason for this geometry is to be able to limit the arc movement during the spectroscopic exploration experiments where the arc is parallel to the input slit of the spectrograph and which we retained thereafter.

The electrodes used during this study are made of copper, silver...
or nickel, either in symmetrical (anode and cathode of the same material) or dissymmetrical couples (anode and cathode of different materials).

The currents used are lower than the admissible electrode currents, because the current densities absorbed with Cu, Ag and Ni electrodes vary between $10^3$ and $10^6 \text{A/cm}^2$.

4.1.2.2 - Electrode Support

The above electrodes are clamped face to face with pliers (as shown in figure 10).

![Figure 10 - Diagram of the Electrode Support](image)

Pliers A is attached whereas pliers B moves along an axis via a screw (C) which separates the electrode by one millimeter of a turn. The interelectrode distance during our experiments was kept at 2 mm.

Water circulates inside the pliers to cool the electrodes.

4.1.3 - Optical Measuring System

4.1.3.1 - System for Measuring the Line Intensity

The arc is horizontal and perpendicular to the axis of an optical
system (figure 11).

Figure 11 - Diagram of the Line Intensity Measuring System

Lens $L_1$ form an arc image on diagram D to limit the light received to that leaving the arc column and to remove the regions close to the electrodes and the electrodes themselves which are the center of high thermal gradients and high fields.

The monochromator (M.C.) is placed in such a manner that the image of diaphragm D given by lens $L_2$ is unfocused to integrate the unhomogeneous emissions of the arc in space. The M.C. used has an opening of F/35 with a concave holographic network (1200 lines/mm) and corrected of astigmatism. The dispersion is linear and is 40Å/mm. The input slit is 0.05 mm whereas the output slit is 0.1 mm to facilitate the adjustment on the selected line. The width of 0.05 mm corresponds to a spectral spread of 2 Å.
The photomultiplier (P.M.) placed behind the M.C. is a 14-stage tube. Its trialcaline photocathode has a spectral response as shown in figure 12.

![Figure 12 - Spectral Response of the 56 DUVP Photomultiplier](image)

The high power supply voltage is 1400 V. The P.M., which gives us a current proportional to the light flux, charges the capacitor (C) (1μF), the voltage of which is measured using a high impedance digital voltmeter (10^{-14} Ω). The voltmeter is controlled by a periodic pulse generator and is connected to a ribbon perforator. We thus controlled the capacitor charge in time.

The same assembly is used for testing the method of measuring the ground loss due to the intensity of a line, and the method of measuring the temperature.
4.1.3.2 - System For Controlling the Optical Transparency of the Lines Used

When the intensity of an emission line in plasma is measured, one must make sure that the medium in which the emission is measured is optically thin. To do this, a simple method consists of having the plasma crossed by its own radiation using a mirror and measuring the line intensity in the absence and in the presence of a mirror. In practice, when the mirror is in place, the intensity should be twice as great as the intensity measured without a mirror, if the line is optically thin.

To accomplish this, the electric arc is over the optical axis formed by two lenses \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) with the same focal distance. The lens \( L_1 \) sends a light beam parallel to a cube corner which has the property of sending the beam parallel to itself (figure 13).

![Figure 13 - Diagram of the Line Optical Transparency Control System](image)

Figure 13 - Diagram of the Line Optical Transparency Control System
The optical system, made up of a lens L₁ and a triple mirror, has a magnification of +1. This property was used to correct the random movement of the arc which makes it impossible to measure using conventional systems with either a spherical mirror or a lens and a flat mirror. These systems have a magnification of -1 and give an inverted image of the arc.

The light H placed between the lens L₁ and the arc allow us to measure the intensity of a line with or without the reflected beam.

Lens L₃ forms an arc image on the M.C. input slit, the diaphragm D is used to adjust the beam spread.

When the arc is established and the light rotates, the signal produced by P.M. to the oscilloscope is shown on the photo.

Figure 14 - P.M. Signal Before Electronic Circuit

The height of the lower or upper level of the pulse represents the intensity of the line observed with or without the mirror, respectively. Since the intensities vary in time, we built an electronic circuit (figure 15) which samples the voltage of each level
and stores it in memory.

![Diagram of Electronic Device For Sampling the P.M. Signal]

Figure 15 - Electronic Device For Sampling the P.M. Signal

To accomplish this, the modulation signal, associated with light chopper blades passing in front of lens L, is sent into a circuit which gives a delayed enough sampling pulse to control the sampler and to add 2 volts to the upper level of the pulse to stagger the sampled value in memory.

The sampling of the sampler system and associated circuit was accomplished by applying a constant voltage at the input. The sampler, whose input voltage may vary from 0 to 4V has a definition of 200 channels, which represents a conversion slope of 20 mV/channel.

The circuit used for staggering the signals at the sampler input, reduces the conversion slope to 18mV/Channel in the staggered part of the signal.

The cutting frequency of the light chopper is 125 Hz, which
prevents interferences with the frequency of the sector or its harmonics.

4.2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

4.2.1) - Measurement of the Flux Emitted

After the arc is established, the photomultiplier current is integrated for a time which varies with the current (between 30 and 600 seconds). The capacitor charge is measured every 1 or 10 seconds, depending on the current value.

We therefore obtain a series of values for the capacitor charge taken at regular intervals. The equation for the straight line, passing through these points, is obtained using the least squares method, whose slope is proportional to the line intensity.

The line torques used for determining the temperature variations /46 are:

For Ag $4d^95d^0D - 4d^95p^7P^0(5471\AA) -- 4d^97S^2S - 4d^95p^3P^0(4479\AA)$

For Ni $3d^84s5s^2 - 3d^84s4p^3P^0(4600\AA) -- 3d^94p^3P^0 - 3d^95s^2(5476\AA)$

For Cu $3d^95d^0D - 3d^94p^3P^0(4022\AA) -- 3d^94d^5D - 3d^94p^3P^0(5153\AA)$

The lines used for measuring the mass loss are:

$3d^94s55^4D - 3d^94s4p^4D (5292\AA)$ for Cu,

$4d^98s^2 - 4d^95p^3P^0 (3981\AA)$ for Ag,

$3d^94s4p^3P^0 - 3d^94s^2^5D (4520\AA)$ for Ni.

In order for the photomultiplier to supply an anodic current proportional to the incident light flux, the voltages between each stage must remain constant. The supply bridge is calculated to make the voltage drop caused by the passing current negligible. Now one must make sure that the voltage at the capacitor (C) terminals does not influence the anodic current of the photomultiplier. To accomplish this, the anode voltage -last dynode- must remain
above 50 V. The voltage applied to the last stage is now 100 V. The capacitor voltage is therefore limited to 50 V.

Now that we have found that the anode current of the photomultiplier, and therefore the flux received, varied by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude when the arc current increased from 2 to 10 A, we checked whether the linearity between the flux and anode current of the photomultiplier is observed within a 10% range, in our assembly.

4.2.2) - Checking the Plasma Transparency

In figure 16, the x-axis represents the light intensity and the y-axis axis the number of samples. Since the sampling frequency is constant, each value of the light intensity is represented by a number of samples which is proportional to time. The mean temporal value of the intensity coincides with the position of the center of gravity in the figure.

This determination was performed for all lines used and for current values from 2 to 10 A as well as for the continuous background adjacent to each line.

4.2.3) - Determination of the Electrode Mass Loss

The detachable part of the electrodes is marked and weighed first using a scale with a sensitivity of 0.1 mg. The electrodes are placed in contact with each other and the current is circulated. The arc is established by separation up to a distance of 2 mm and is left operating for 30 to 1000 seconds (by measuring with a chronometer), based on the current value, to be able to obtain a mass loss detectable on the scale. For strong currents, and to avoid welding, the arc is established with a current of 2 A and after the electrodes are separated by 2 mm, the current is increased. After the arc goes off, the cooled electrodes are cleaned with a 50% acetic acid solution in an ultrasonic tank and weighed again to
Figure 16

Amplitude distribution of each signal level.
determine the actual amount of lost metal or metal transformed into oxide.

CHAPTER 5 - LIGHT EROSION RELATIONSHIP - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION /49

5.1 - INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will analyze the results concerning the optical transparency and temperature of arc plasma. After the introduction and discussion of results of the erosion rates measured with the microscale, we will present the results concerning the relationship between the erosion rates and line intensities.

5.2 - OPTICAL TRANSPARENCY OF PLASMA

One of the contributions to the absorption factor of the continuous background are the molecular band systems of air. GILMORE (37) showed that the air absorption coefficient, at about 6000°K and within the wavelength ranges used, is on the order of $10^{-2} \text{cm}^{-1}$, and therefore very low.

Another contribution to the continuous background are the attached-free and free-free transitions. According to ZEL'DOVICH (38), the absorption due to bremsstrahlung (free-free transition), and the absorption of a photon accompanied by the transition of an electron to continuum have very little effects in our experimental conditions. The calibration of the optical system by a continuous background, assumed to be optically thin, gave values of the R ratio which are on the order of 1.8 - 1.6. The transmission factor calculated for the optical mirror system triples and the lens L is about 97%, because these elements are treated with antireflecting layers. The deviation between the measured value and the calculated value is probably due to a light refraction near the edges of the arc. The incidence of the reflected beam is no longer perpendicular to these areas where there is an index gradient of air due to the temperature gradient.
a) - In regard to silver, the coefficients for which the line intensities must be multiplied to include absorption is, according to our experiments:

For line 3.981Å  1.026 to 2 A and 1.03 to 10A
For line 4.476   1.018 to 2 A and 1.028 to 10Z

b) - For nickel, these factors are:

For line 4.520Å  1.021 to 2 A and 1.057 to 10 A
For line 5.476   1.147 to 2 A and 1.26 to 10 A

c) - In the case of copper, these factors are:

For line 5.292Å  1.073 to 2 A and 1.13 to 10 A
For line 5.153Å  1.13 to 2 A and 1.179 to 5.3 A

For the latter line, at 10 A, the absorption is so large that the theory elaborated in chapter 3 for calculating this coefficient is no longer valid. In the case of line 5.105, whose supply level is a metastable level, this coefficient is 2A, for higher currents, the absorption is very large.

A measurement was performed for line 3.274Å (copper resonance line), the ratio R gives a value of 1 for 2A, i.e. the line is highly absorbed as described in chapter 3.

5.3 - VARIATION OF THE PLASMA TEMPERATURE

The coefficients obtained in the preceding sections help us to determine the variation of the intensity ratio of two lines as a function of the current, based on absorption.

The value of the ratio is shown in figure 17 for the three metals studied: in the case of nickel and silver, this ratio is constant. As the line 5.105Å is highly absorbed, we use the couple 4.022Å and 5.153Å. The inaccuracy is higher because the energy deviation between the starting levels is low (about 0.7 eV).
Figure 17 - Variation in the intensity ratio of two lines as a function of the current.
By referring to chapter 3, we used expression (18) in which the temperature is considered to be constant.

5.4 ELECTRODE MASS LOSS MEASURED WITH A MICROSCALE

Our experiments were performed with silver, copper and nickel electrodes using symmetrical couples, i.e. anode and cathode of the same metal as well as disymmetrical couples: anode and cathode in different metals.

The results show the erosion rate of the electrode, in grams per second, as a function of the arc current. The curves shown are based on the polarity and nature of the electrode.

5.4.1 - Results

5.4.1.1 - Cathode

a) Case of Symmetrical Couples

Figure 18 shows the cathode erosion rate when the anode is in the same material as that of the cathode.

b) Case of Dissymmetrical Couples

Figure 19 shows the erosion rate of a nickel cathode when the anode is made of silver, cooper or nickel. The mass loss in these conditions is virtually the same in the three cases.

Figures 20 and 21 show the erosion rate of a cooper and silver cathode in the same conditions as in figure 19. In virtually all cases, the erosion rate increases with the current.

5.4.1.2 - Anode

a) Case of Symmetrical Couples

Figure 22 shows the erosion rate of the anode when the cathode is made of the same material.
b) Case of Dissymmetrical Couples. Figures 23, 24 and 25 show the
anode erosion rate for various cathode materials. The erosion rate
of a silver anode is very low when the cathode is in nickel.

5.4.2 - Discussion
5.4.2.1 - Cathodes
a) Case of Symmetrical Couples

One of our assumptions is that the mass loss is proportional to
the arc operating time, for a given current. This assumption is gen-
early adopted by most authors (KIMLIN (16), TURNER and TURNER (34).
It is disputed by GUILE (35) who found that the electrode erosion rate
for rotary arcs under a magnetic field is proportional to the square
root of time. In contrast to arcs in a vacuum, where one finds ero-
sion in grams per coulomb up to currents of 10,000 A, electrode ero-
sion (always expressed in g/C at atmospheric pressures) is an increas-
ing function of the current. Our results for copper agree with those
of TURNER and TURNER.

The erosion rates seem to indicate that the thermal conductivity
of the material plays a role, because they are ordered according to
the thermal conductivity value of each material, i.e. a low conductiv-
ity would correspond to a high erosion rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal conductivity</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in Watt cm⁻¹°K⁻¹</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BUCHET's conclusions (36) on the energy balances of electrodes
are along the same lines of thinking because they show that the
temperature on one point of an electrode depends on the material used.

Another result of this work is that the total energy expended
in the arc depends on the type of metallic steam of the anode. This
modifies the conductivity of the column ref. (39) and influences the
energy balance at the electrodes, particularly at the cathode.
Figure 18 - Symmetrical couples. Cathode erosion rate as a function of the arc current.
Figure 19 - Dissymmetrical couples. Erosion rate of a nickel cathode
Figure 20 - Dissymmetrical couples. Erosion rate of a copper cathode.
Figure 21 - Dissymmetrical couples. Erosion rate of a silver cathode.
Symmetrical Couples. Anode erosion rate, \( \frac{dm}{dt} \times 10^{-5} \text{ g/s} \)

Figure 22 - Symmetrical Couples. Anode erosion rate.
Figure 23: Dissymmetrical couples. Erosion rate of a nickel anode.
Figure 24 - Dissymmetrical Couples. Erosion rate of a copper anode.
Figure 25 - Dissymmetrical Couples. Erosion rate of a silver anode.
b) Dissymmetrical Couples

Nickel cathodes exhibit virtually the same erosion rate for the three types of anodes. The anode would therefore have no influence on the wear of the nickel cathode.

Copper cathodes show erosion rates which vary with the type of anode. There is less erosion when the anode is of a different nature than that of the cathode.

Silver cathodes have erosion rates which vary with the type of anode used. The erosion rate has a maximum level of $I = 7.5\, \text{A}$ and decreases with strong currents in the case of a silver-nickel couple.

This shows the affect of the anode type on the cathode wear.

5.4.2.2 - Anodes

a) Symmetrical Couples

Little work has been devoted to anode wear and its role in the arc's behavior, based on the assumption that the anode would play a passive role.

In the case of the Nickel-Nickel, couple, the rapid decrease in anode wear is mainly due to the metal conversion into an oxide, which is a loss. In the case of the Silver-Silver couple, the anode erosion is greater than that of the cathode. Furthermore, the experimental points are much more scattered. Visual observation of the electrode shows us that one part melted and that the metal could be randomly ejected in liquid form. This causes the high current points to scatter.

With the Copper-Copper couple, there is less erosion on the anode than on the cathode.
b) Dissymmetrical Couples

The nickel anodes have a lower erosion rate when the cathode is made of silver or copper than when the cathode is made of nickel.

The same is true for copper, i.e. there is less erosion on the copper anode with silver or nickel cathodes than with a copper cathode.

With silver anodes, one finds virtually the same erosion rates with copper cathodes as with silver cathodes. Conversely, with a nickel cathode, everything happens as if the nickel eroded leaving silver intact, as in the case of the copper anode nickel cathode, leading to an unusually low silver erosion.

5.4.3 - SUMMARY DIAGRAM

Given the curve appearance, we decided to use the following empirical law to represent them:

\[ \frac{dm}{dt} = a t^b \]  

(1)

The adjustment of a power function to a set of points \[ \frac{dm}{dt} \] using the least squares method gives us coefficients a and b. On the following table we showed the values obtained for a and b as well as the regression coefficient \( R^2 \). The adjustment is generally good, except for the Cu\(^+\) and Ar\(^-\) electrodes where the regression coefficients are low.

To represent all results of the table, we use a semilogarithmic graph where the x-axis is the logarithm of a and the y-axis of the b value. Each curve corresponding to each electrode of a couple is represented by a point. The two points of a couple are connected by a line to relate them.

The graph adopted is used to work out the erosion rate using
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATHODE</th>
<th>AE</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANODE</td>
<td>a = 0.07</td>
<td>a = 0.19</td>
<td>a = 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 3.01</td>
<td>b = 1.31</td>
<td>b = 3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.93</td>
<td>R² = 0.58</td>
<td>R² = 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 0.08</td>
<td>a = 0.06</td>
<td>a = 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 2.15</td>
<td>b = 2.55</td>
<td>b = 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.72</td>
<td>R² = 0.88</td>
<td>R² = 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 0.07</td>
<td>a = 0.10</td>
<td>a = 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 3.11</td>
<td>b = 2.05</td>
<td>b = 3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.90</td>
<td>R² = 0.90</td>
<td>R² = 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 0.02</td>
<td>a = 0.37</td>
<td>a = 0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 2.01</td>
<td>b = 2.85</td>
<td>b = 1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.81</td>
<td>R² = 0.99</td>
<td>R² = 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 0.06</td>
<td>a = 0.14</td>
<td>a = 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 1.68</td>
<td>b = 1.35</td>
<td>b = 3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.92</td>
<td>R² = 0.85</td>
<td>R² = 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a = 0.64</td>
<td>a = 0.74</td>
<td>a = 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b = 2.03</td>
<td>b = 1.99</td>
<td>b = 1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R² = 0.97</td>
<td>R² = 0.99</td>
<td>R² = 0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a simple graph construction. In effect, from the relationship

\[ \log\left(\frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dt}}\right) = \log(a) + (\log I \cdot b) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

we see that \(\log(\frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dt}})\) is a linear function of \(\log(a)\) and \(b\). By gradu-
ating the x-axis with g/s we may obtain the erosion rate by plot-
ting a straight line based on the representative point and with a
slope wall to \(\log(I)\).

We all see that like:

\[ \frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dq}} = \frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dt}} \frac{\text{dt}}{\text{dq}} = \frac{1}{l} \frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dt}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

the erosion expressed in g/C is derived from relationship (1) via

\[ \frac{\text{dm}}{\text{dq}} = aI^{(b-1)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This equation is shown on the chart using the same points, in a new
system of axes where the y-axis is decreased by one, while the graph
construction remains the same. The regression coefficients were
kept by representing them with a larger circle.

Nickel, whether it be a cathode or anode, erodes independently
of the type of metal used on the other electrode.

The Ag\(^+\)'s depend very little on the type of metal used on the
cathode if it is in copper or silver, but this wear is much less
sensitive to the current increase when the cathode is in nickel.
Likewise, Cu\(^+\) depends very little on the cathode type if it is in
Ag or Ni.

The points are very scattered for Cu\(^-\), and there is very little
erosion when the anode is in Ag.

The Ag\(^-\)'s are very scattered and the erosion rate is very low
in the case of the Ag\(^{-}\) - Ni\(^{+}\) couple.

5.5 - ELECTRODE MASS LOSS COMPARED WITH LINE INTENSITY

The results appear in the form of \(\frac{\Delta m}{\Delta \phi}\) curves where \(\Delta m\) is the amount of matter lost in time \(\Delta t\) and \(\Delta \phi\) is equal to \(\bar{I}_{ij}\) \(\Delta t\) from relationship (23) in chapter 3.

5.5.1 - Cathode

For nickel, there is a correlation between the mass lost by the cathode and the line intensity for the current range under study. This ratio exists for silver as of 5A. Below this value, the curve takes on larger values, which could mean that part of the material would leave in the form of aggregates without being excited. The same thing is found for copper, but this time the ratio starts as of 6A.

5.5.2 - Anode

This proportionality does not exist for the anode as it does for the cathode, as the values are highly scattered. This is because the oxides formed on the anode do not enrich the steam arc and increase the spectral line intensity, but form a metal loss. This process may lead to an increase in the electrode mass. To eliminate this cause of error the electrodes are cleaned, before being weighed, after being subjected to the arc effects.

The process by which the anode injects steam into the arc is indirect since it occurs in 2 phases: conversion of the metal into an oxide, then vaporization and decomposition of the oxide.

The oxidation process is inadequately controlled in arc devices, because it depends on the anode temperature, the type of surrounding gas, the metal's reactivity and, as we have seen, the
Figure 26 - Variation in the ratio between the erosion rate and the intensity of a spectral line as a function of the current. Case of a nickel cathode.
Figure 27 - Variation of the ratio between the erosion rate and intensity of a spectral line as a function of the current. Case of a copper cathode.
Figure 28 - Variation of the ratio between the erosion rate and the intensity of a spectral line as a function of the current. Case of a silver cathode.
type of metal used on the cathode.

CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION

We developed and used a method for measuring the erosion rate of electrodes in an arc due to the intensity of a spectral line emitted. It was demonstrated that 2 factors must be taken into account which may influence it. The first factor is the plasma temperature. We determined its law of variation due to the relative intensity ratio and showed that this ratio is constant in the current range used.

The other factor is the optical transparency of the medium at the wavelength of the line selected. To measure it, we altered the conventional method of using a concave mirror which allowed us to cross the arc's movement.

We tested this method of measuring the erosion rate with three metals. Due to the various roles played by the cathode and the anode, we tested 9 different electrode combinations. Despite a great discrepancy in the results, the method may be used for determining cathode erosion. Further, it was shown that the type of metal used on the anode influences the cathode erosion.

These studies allowed us to show that certain dissymmetrical couples exhibit a very low erosion of noble metals (Ag) which seems advantageous for applications of this technique to contactors.

On the assumption that the erosion rate is proportional to the current, we built a chart which allowed us to select a pair of electrodes.
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